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This revised version captures recommendations by the script subcommittee, Asmus Freytag, and 
John Hudson. The changes include explicit variation sequences and handle capital letters only. 

This document explains the need for distinguishing the regular math calligraphic/chancery alphabet 
from the regular fancy-script/roundhand alphabet. To do so, it lists proposed variation sequences for 
these alphabets.  

In most documents, chancery and roundhand styles can be substituted for one another as a choice of 
font. Accordingly, when the math alphanumeric symbols were added to Unicode Standard 3.1, the two 
script styles were unified. But since then, people have documented that the two styles are not always 
interchangeable. 

Chancery and roundhand alphabets are used contrastively by some authors and [La]TeX can support 
both kinds of letters. Accordingly, mathematicians need a way to distinguish chancery from roundhand 
in the same document. Variation sequences provide a straightforward way to gain contrastive usage of 
chancery and roundhand script symbols, especially since some math fonts have chancery letters at the 
existing math-script code points, while the Unicode Standard has roundhand letters at those code 
points.  

Note that since the lower-case script letters look almost the same in chancery and roundhand, lower-
case script letters do not need to be distinguished and we don’t give variation sequences for them. We 
have not seen contrastive usage of lower-case chancery and roundhand script letters. Nor have we seen 
contrastive usage of math bold script letters and we don’t give variation sequences for them either. 
Nevertheless, a font vendor might want to include complete sets of these characters in the event that 
word processing programs want to display math script letters with uniform styling. 

Examples of both chancery and roundhand in the same text 
First, here’s an example of script and calligraphic F’s being used in the same document: 

 
 
And here are examples featuring P’s and C’s in which script letters denote infinity categories 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LaTeX
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U1D400.pdf


 
 
Here is an example from Focus on Foci — 0.92, 22 June 2017 of both styles in print (highlighted): 
 

 
In addition, both script styles are in the OMS encoding for LaTeX 

\documentclass{article} 

\usepackage{calrsfs} 

\DeclareMathAlphabet{\pazocal}{OMS}{zplm}{m}{n} 

\newcommand{\La}{\mathcal{L}} 

\newcommand{\Lb}{\pazocal{L}} 

\begin{document} 

$\La\Lb$ 
\end{document} 

 

This LaTeX snippet displays a roundhand L followed by a chancery L 



 

Accordingly, although not commonplace, the need for both chancery and roundhand alphabets is 
attested. 

Cambria Math/Unicode quandary 
Complicating the addition of new alphabets is the fact that the current math-script alphabets may be 
chancery in one font and roundhand in another. Cambria Math, the first widely used Unicode math font, 
has chancery letters at the math-script code points, while the Unicode Standard has roundhand letters 
at those code points. For example, here is the upper-case math-script H (U+210B) in Cambria Math 
followed by the one in the Unicode Standard: 

 
The STIX math fonts had roundhand letters at the math-script codepoints, but in the STIX Two Math 
font, they have been changed to chancery. This removes the worst conflict in defining the new 
alphabets, although other math fonts might have roundhand letters at the current math-script 
codepoints. For more examples, see L2/20-281. 

Proposed variation sequences 
Define a set of standardized variation sequences in which an uppercase character in the current math-
script alphabets is followed by one of two variation selectors U+FE00 and U+FE01 to select a chancery 
and roundhand style, respectively. If no variation selector is used, display the character as given in the 
current font. This mirrors the way we use variation selectors (U+FE0E, U+FE0F) for emoji to force text 
and emoji glyphs, respectively. The variation sequences are listed in Appendix A. 

The variation selector approach has the advantages 

a) Contemporary software supports variation selectors for East Asia and emoji, so adding new 
variation selector usage should not be difficult 

b) The variation selector U+FE00 is already used with a number of slashed math operators 
c) No new code points need to be allocated 
d) Most documents can continue to do what they have been doing: ignore the distinction 
e) If a math font does not support the variation selectors, it falls back naturally to the current script 

letters instead of displaying the missing-glyph box (but the style difference is lost) 
f) There are eight upper-case script letters in the Letterlike Symbols block (212C ℬ, 2130 ℰ, 2131 

ℱ, 210B ℋ, 2110 ℐ, 2112 ℒ, 2133 ℳ, and 211B ℛ). These should not be changed since they were 
added in Unicode 1.1 from an earlier standard. In particular, ℳ can be used for the German 
Mark currency symbol before WWII and when so used, the range of glyph variation is restricted. 

Adding two variation selectors for the math script letters may make people ask why we didn’t use 
variation selectors for the math alphabets in the first place, but we all know the arguments in favor of 
what we did (see the blog post on Math Font Binding). Adding two variation selectors solves the 
chancery/roundhand quandary quite well, although the use of variation selectors is generally a poor one 
for situations where symbol shapes need to be used in a contrastive manner—this case should therefore 
not serve as a general precedent, but should be seen as an exception, tailored to fit this specific case. 
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Appendix A. Variation sequences for math capital chancery and roundhand letters 
The Unicode Standard has mathematical script capital letters in the range U+1D49C..U+1D4B5 with eight 
characters in the Letterlike Symbols block. The following variation sequences encode the mathematical 
chancery capital letters 
 

1D49C FE00 𝒜 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL A 

212C FE00 ℬ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL B 

1D49E FE00 𝒞 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL C 

1D49F FE00 𝒟 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL D 

2130 FE00 ℰ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL E 

2131 FE00 ℱ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL F 

1D4A2 FE00 𝒢 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL G 

210B FE00 ℋ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL H 

2110 FE00 ℐ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL I 

1D4A5 FE00 𝒥 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL J 

1D4A6 FE00 𝒦 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL K 

2112 FE00 ℒ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL L 

2133 FE00 ℳ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL M 

1D4A9 FE00 𝒩 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL N 

1D4AA FE00 𝒪 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL O 

1D4AB FE00 𝒫 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL P 

1D4AC FE00 𝒬 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL Q 

211B FE00 ℛ MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL R 

1D4AE FE00 𝒮 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL S 

1D4AF FE00 𝒯 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL T 

1D4B0 FE00 𝒰 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL U 

1D4B1 FE00 𝒱 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL V 

1D4B2 FE00 𝒲 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL W 

1D4B3 FE00 𝒳 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL X 

1D4B4 FE00 𝒴 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL Y 

1D4B5 FE00 𝒵 MATHEMATICAL CHANCERY CAPITAL Z 

 
The following variation sequences encode the mathematical roundhand capital letters. Note: the 
roundhand letter glyphs here are accessed by the corresponding ASCII letters with a roundhand font 
since I don’t have an updated Cambria Math font with the roundhand letters. 
 

1D49C FE01 A MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL A 

212C FE01 B MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL B 

1D49E FE01 C MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL C 

1D49F FE01 D MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL D 

2130 FE01 E MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL E 

2131 FE01 F MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL F 

1D4A2 FE01 G MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL G 

210B FE01 H MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL H 

2110 FE01 I MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL I 



1D4A5 FE01 J MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL J 

1D4A6 FE01 K MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL K 

2112 FE01 L MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL L 

2133 FE01 M MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL M 

1D4A9 FE01 N MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL N 

1D4AA FE01 O MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL O 

1D4AB FE01 P MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL P 

1D4AC FE01 Q MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL Q 

211B FE01 R MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL R 

1D4AE FE01 S MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL S 

1D4AF FE01 T MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL T 

1D4B0 FE01 U MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL U 

1D4B1 FE01 V MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL V 

1D4B2 FE01 W MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL W 

1D4B3 FE01 X MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL X 

1D4B4 FE01 Y MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL Y 

1D4B5 FE01 Z MATHEMATICAL ROUNDHAND CAPITAL Z 

 


